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This book is dedicated to the wonderful people in
my life who make me smile and who just keep
giving me love. You know who you are. Thank you!

Don’t let it be so, let it be a dream,
Maybe we should go back to bed.
Maybe when we wake up it might not have happened,
Our lives continue and no one is dead.
We need to turn back the hands of time,
To erase it, the terrible truth.
Is there hope for tomorrow, can we dream of a future?
Did we break it all in the passion of youth?
If you say nothing and I do it, too,
Will this secret eat us up from inside?
Will we ever taste freedom, will we never love again,
Or will it always cause us to hide?
Is everything broken, shattered and gone?
Did we have our fate sealed from the outset?
Maybe if we hide it, ignore the truth inside us,
We can outlive the effects of the secret.
—Ashlee North

Tarni

“N

o, it’s not okay!” was all she heard before the slamming
down of the phone. Then there was a stunned silence
as years of a now rather fragile friendship seemed to be totally
breaking to pieces and trust was being blown away like brittle
autumn leaves.
What was she to do? She was seventeen, a “little bit pregnant,”
and she felt alone. All she had asked for was understanding, an
ear to listen, and a heart that felt her pain. All she had hoped for
was the gentle spirit underneath that she used to find when she
called this particular friend. Sure, she had to melt the ice first.
She usually could, but maybe not tonight.
Tarni was quickly sinking into a dark place emotionally.
She had never noticed such a determined, cold distance in her
friend’s voice before. She knew her fears and insecurities had
driven a more defined wedge between them, but in that voice
tonight there was an edge she had not heard before. It worried
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her and chilled her that she may have outworn her welcome
already. Everything seemed a little more pronounced, though,
lately, for Tarni. Her pregnancy, in its very early stages, barely
showing at all, was playing havoc with her feelings.
Usually tenacious was a word that others would use for
Tarni—tenacious and persistent and sometimes just plain
annoying—but circumstances had changed her, mellowed her.
Tonight, though, she really needed someone, so she picked up
the phone again. But nobody else was home.
Her friends consisted of a few who were close and only a
couple who were truly trusted. Her family had almost disowned
her when they learned of her new status, and the one who had
once promised her the world was no longer with her, their close
relationship now nowhere to be found after the news. Nothing
could ever be the same, so she had said goodbye to what they
had and accepted the new reality. She was probably going to
have to do this alone.
Seventeen can be rough and it had certainly taken a turn she
didn’t expect. Grown up—but not all the way—she was looking
sad these days, but was a pretty girl in a very natural way. Now,
with the beginnings of responsibility came the promise of a very
different tomorrow from what she had planned. Tarni carried,
not only the dulled hope of a happy future, but also a huge
weight on her shoulders, and for the most part, it seemed she
was more than likely going to be flying this new path solo.
Tarni’s parents were normally very supportive. They loved
her, but the news, now only a couple of weeks old, had rocked
them and they weren’t really sure how to handle the situation.
Parenthood is like that—you learn something new every day.
It was entirely possible they would be okay after they had
processed the situation, and it was likely that they would help
Tarni every step of the way, but for right now, the air was tense
and miserable, like a thick fog. In her saddest moments, Tarni
considered just running away.
The one thing that was the most immediate and important
was her friend’s birthday party; being there was imperative. As
she tried to figure out how she would get to the big bash in town,
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to be with those who understood her best, she thought again
of leaving home forever. Maybe she could live with one of her
friends. She felt she had tried everything, though, to get to them
tonight, but had decided she might never get there, imprisoned
in her home like the proverbial Cinderella.
It was while wallowing in her sadness, dressed in pyjamas
and fluffy slippers, that she heard a sharp knock on the door. She
wondered who it could be, who was interrupting the scenarios
in her head. There was only one way to find out. Answer the
door, Tarni.
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